
Art Program
Questionnaire



Financial Furnishings wants to help provide you with an artwork program
to put the finishing brush strokes on your project.
To help with this process we would like some guidance as to what your
thoughts and needs are. 

Our questionnaire will help us make the perfect choices for your space and
give you an overview of everything that is offered. Whether it be canvas, 
metal or custom framing, we can find you the right selections.

All you have to do is answer a few questions about your needs, write down
any special requirements, then let us do the work. 

If you prefer NOT to have any insight in the process and would rather let
Financial Furnishings Design team just handle it... Not a problem! 
Let us know, and we will complete an art package that is sure to satisfy 
your needs.

Thank you for your business,

 

Our Goal

financial furnishings         po box 265 anchorville mi 48004         ph 586.725.5737              info@financialfurnishings.com 



What Styles of Art should we look for?
(Circle all that apply)

Art Styles

Abstract

Floral

Nature/Landscape



What Styles of Art should we look for?
(Circle all that apply)

Art Styles

Color Photography

Sepia Tone & BW Photography

Geometric



What Styles of Art should we look for?
(Circle all that apply)

Art Styles

Live Wood or Metal
Wall Art



Art Mediums

What are you looking for
your Artwork to be in?

Choose from 5 different Mediums

Framed Art

Aluminum (Metal) Prints

Acrylic Prints
Provides a simple,
yet important function
of absorbing sound

Canvas pieces can be produced 3 ways:
gallery wrapped, framed or float framed

Gallery Wrapped canvases are stretched over
2” stretcher bars, with a bleed covering all four
edges of the piece

Digitally printed artwork
with a variety of frame, glass
and matte choices

Aluminum substrate captures
and reflects light to enhance
the depth and color of an image

Aluminum provides a very clean,
contemporary look that presents
well in modern and high tech spaces

The translucent nature of
Acrylic allows natural light
to interact with and provide
depth to an image.

Great for showcasing vivid
images and bold color schemesStandoff Posts used for Mounting

Standoff Posts used for Mounting

Acoustic Panels

Canvas



Choose from a variety of quality frame options.
 

Frame Options

Solid Wood
 

Composite Wood
 

Polystyrene Frame
 

Alternative to Solid Wood
Engineered with a very smooth,
fine-textured surface. It looks
like wood, cuts like wood and
joins together like wood.
 

Polystyrene is a versatile plastic that can
be rigid or foamed. Used for a wide range
of moulded frames. They are durable, 
lightweight and come in a variety of options.
 

Metal Frames
 

Floating Frames
 

Made from Aluminum and typically thinner
than the other frame types. Gives a clean look
and exceptional durability.
Offered in a variety of Metal Options and Finishes:
Black, Stainless Steel, Bronze, Amber, Gold, Gray
Silver...
 

Just as it states, floating frames
are unique in the way that the 
Artwork looks as if it is floating
inside the frame.
 



Please tell us the frame finish that you would be looking for?
If you want us to match something just let us know!

Golden Oak

Walnut Dark Walnut Mahogany Clear Maple

Natural Maple Various Black Various Silver Various Gold

Dark Oak Cherry Light Cherry

Frame Finish

Mat Board Options

Mat boards are about style and function. It offers a nice separation between your art and the
glass and also provides a visual transition between the art and the frame.
You can also choose to have the artwork framed with no mat.  
 

Shown:
Zen Elements Print

2” Black Colonial Frame
w/Antique Silver Lip

Mat 1 - 1” White

Mat 2 - Black  
 

Shown:
Zen Elements Print

2” Black Colonial Frame
w/Antique Silver Lip

No Mats  
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